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Abstract: There has been significant advancement improvement in
the capabilities of biometrics and data protection technologies in last
decade. The significant reduction in cost, improvements in speed
and accuracy has resulted in increased deployment of such
technologies in day-to-day business and public utilities. The
increasing use of biometrics and data protection technologies has
also raised concern on the unethical use of personal information.
There are increasing number of incidents and concerns in the public
over the infringement of personal privacy in China. This paper has
investigated such emerging privacy related concerns in the
deployment of biometrics and data protection technologies in China.
This paper also includes a study on public attitudes toward such
technologies and attempts to make comparison with the same in the
difference with such emerging concerns in other developed
countries. This paper has developed an online survey to ascertain
people’s understanding on the various aspects of privacy and thus
willingness to trade-off with the benefits of increased security. The
online survey was conducted in February – March 2012 and revealed
great deal of information from the 305 Hong Kong people. We have
attempted to analyse the survey results which illustrate interesting
findings on the use of CCTV, biometrics technologies, social
networking, disclosure of personal information and recent (2012)
privacy policy adjustments in popular websites.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE use of biometrics and social networking technologies
has significantly increased over last few years and have
raised high concerns in the unwanted disclosure of personal
privacy. For example, recent news summary titled “Free apps
'can spy on texts and calls': Smartphone users warned of
privacy dangers” published in February 2012 [1], discloses
how Facebook and Flicker tracked/accessed our contact book
list and day-to-day messages. Some commercial firms and
e-business entities share or sell associated personal identities
and pose risks which are not known to the large section of
population. At the same time, there is always some tradeoff
between the available privacy and security offered from the
emerging biometrics technologies. Such tradeoff need to be
carefully studied and included in the policy formulation for
the regulation of new technologies. This can ensure that
citizens can benefit from the technological advancements
while ensuring reasonable privacy tradeoff for the increased
convenience or security.
The dual use of biometrics technologies for any possible
medical diagnosis need to be carefully regulated as such use
can generate huge privacy concerns. The hospitals typically
maintain huge database systems with numerous patients’
personal confidential data residing inside which often include
their medical records and blood type. Such vital information

is potentially attractive in the underground servers as they can
have large commercial/marketing applications. Besides,
some tricksters can possibly make use of such dual use
information contents for fraud or to cheat for money.
The notion of personal privacy varies from culture to
culture and this could be the plausible reason for varying
privacy protection policies among different geopolitical
regions. Recent survey [3] in China suggests that 88.8% of
the population have encountered the problems relating to the
personal information disclosure, especially with the mobile
phone number, and 83.2% of them feel that the government
should try to establish laws to protect personal phone number
privacy of residents. This suggests that policy makers in
China are yet to be successful in enforcing a specialized law
that can protect residents from increasing incidents of privacy
infringements which are now more frequently
reported/shared
using
popular
social
networking
technologies. Our survey in this area suggests lack of any
systematic study, at least in public domain, that could
compare challenges to the current privacy protection
regulations/practices in China with those in other developed
countries. On the other hand, there has been significant
advancement in the development/deployment of biometrics
and social networking technologies in China [18], [21], i.e.,
from the largest CCTV network in Beijing to the use of
biometrics technologies at automated border crossings in
China.
A. Our Work
Emerging deployment of biometrics and social networking
technologies has posed new policy related challenges among
the stakeholders. In this context, there have been number of
related studies [2], [27] and efforts to develop new policies
from the emerging technological challenges, one such
example is the new EU framework on privacy and data
protection [28]. However there is lack of such studies that
could focus on public attitudes and social concerns on the
deployment of emerging technologies in China. Therefore the
key objective of this paper is to study such emerging
challenges in China to ascertain differences and similarities
with other developed countries. Our study is largely based on
the survey conducted in China on 305 Hong Kong residents
between February – April 2012. This study reveals new
insights on the emerging public attitude towards biometrics,
CCTV deployments and importantly the extent of tradeoff for
needed privacy for a better security. Finally, trends and
emerging views on privacy, biometrics security and
preferences/selection of modalities are presented from the
survey result analysis.
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II. EMERGING PRIVACY RELATED CHALLENGES
A. Privacy Related Laws and Biometrics usage in China
Privacy
China has largest population of internet users † and very
strong social media usage which outnumber Americans by a
ratio of 3-to-1. However, the regulatory guidelines in China
have not yet matured and there is need to provide more
comprehensive laws that can protect residents in China with
emerging technologies and dual use of biometrics related
information. In this context, the well-known regulatory
guidelines have evolved from the Constitution of the People's
Republic of China (“PRC Constitution”), article 38 about
oneself free from defamation and article 40 which is about
one’s freedom of communications and privacy of
communication [5]. In this context, a new privacy regulation
by the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of
the People's Republic of China has been recently enacted (15
March 2012). This regulation entitled Several Provisions on
Regulation of the Order of Internet Information Service
Market, is probably first national level regulation that use the
definition of user personal information [22]. This “user
personal information” will include biometrics information as
it is defined as the information relevant to the users that can
ascertain the identity of the users. This new regulation is
expected to provide stronger protection for the collection/use
of sensitive biometrics data.
It is widely believed that US, on the contrary, have more
comprehensive legislations on protecting the sensitive
personal information relating to the citizens. In this context,
there are four categories of privacy invasion that are included
in the Modern Tort law: Intrusion of solitude, Public
disclosure of private facts, False light and Appropriation.
These laws are more systematic and effective. Besides, these
laws have quite matured to address range of popular social
practices such as personal security, business privacy,
children’s privacy and security, security cameras, collection
of personal information on hospital and government [6].
In addition to the development of regulations and policies,
an effective industry oriented self-regulatory mechanism that
can also strengthen the international data sharing/exchange is
necessary to benefit from the emerging biometrics
technologies for public good.
Biometrics usage
Various historical accounts suggest that the use of
fingerprints in China began during the third century B. C. as a
testament on the official documents [23]. The large scale
development and deployment of biometrics technologies in
post 9/11 USA has also raised concerns on individual privacy.
In this context, the emerging challenges in China are quite
similar but at slower pace facing the same question: how to
strike a balance between the security and privacy effectively
and efficiently? Such challenges can be possibly met with the
development of novel technologies than can ensure such

balance and ensuring that privacy is a mandatory element in
the design of emerging technologies.
With respect to the above case, the following questions
were included in our survey:
• Nowadays biometrics technology has been used on
many areas, but some people cannot accept all the
biometrics access control, please rate your acceptance
level for the following cases; (see [30])
• If you are suggested to use your biometrics information,
under which situation or the area where you feel
acceptable?
The objective of above question(s) was to (i) ascertain the
acceptance of using biometrics in different areas; (ii) provide
some background to the respondents on the use of biometrics
technologies.
B. Recent Concerns on Privacy Related Issue
1) Sina Weibo Privacy Concern
Sina Weibo is a famous and
popular
blogging
website,
besides the Facebook and
Twitter, in China. It is in use by well over 30% of internet
users. However, this blogging website/system has reportedly
failed to protect users’ personal information and is easily
shared with others [9]. Other users can read your blogging by
“being your fan”. Then they can see your email address and
QQ number in your info page or even know where you live
and work by reading your blogging details and photos,
because they can also determine/identify your place by
looking at the photos’ background. Some people will make
use of your uploaded photo for some unethical use. Please
refer to [9] for details on some real cases. Social networking
technologies are increasingly occupying special role and
privileges in our day-to-day life. However, these technologies
and applications need to educate the uses of potential risks.
The incident highlighted in this study/section suggests failure
to include privacy-by-design (fail safe) element in the
emerging social media and networking technologies.
2) Privacy Challenge from the use of QR code
The QR code is essentially a 2D bar code and it can store lot
of information. This information can however be easily be
read by popular software or mobile phone applications which
can decode such 2D bar code from the images acquired using
(embedded) camera.
Residents in China travel in mass around the national day
holidays, mostly using railroads/trains. In such train tickets,
as reproduced from a sample in figure 12, at the right bottom
corner of the train ticket, there is a QR code. Once a person
picks up the ticket and scans for the QR code through some
mobile phone applications, he/she will know the ticket
owners’ ticket number, train leaving time and ID card number
[10]. This problem has been widely reported and can be
attributed to the limitations of deployed technology.

†
According to recent Netpop Research [21] study, China has 411 million
broadband users above 13+ years while 169 million in USA.
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3) Taxi Cab Recorders Bring New Privacy Concerns
Recently, 6000 taxies in Nanjing (China) deployed video
cameras and sound recorders inside the passenger taxis. The
recorders will run in every second and the cameras can to take
eight pictures per minute. They will be sent to the police
database system through the GPS system. The cameras and
recorders originally designed as a safety measure to protect
the taxi driver on work and also ensure rights of passengers
during/after travel [11]. However, such deployment has
raised wide awareness and concerns relating to the personal
privacy of the general public.
With such widely discussed privacy implications in our
mind, we included following questions in our survey:
•
Installing security cameras (CCTV) is now very
common in the world, what is your level of acceptance
for the following cases? (Airport, banks, Taxi,
School/workplace apartment’s water/electricity supply
system area, Area of investigation for the acid attacks
in Mong Kok [34], Traffic Red light intersections);
•
Do you feel any uncomfortable or infringing your
privacy when you are under monitoring by security
cameras?
•
Do you feel more secure with the security camera(s)
monitoring?
•
After reading the news, what do you think about the
number of security cameras in Hong Kong?
The aims of the above questions was to ascertain (i) the level
of acceptance in installing cameras in different areas; (ii)
general feelings: whether more secure or uncomfortable
under the monitor or cameras; (iii) change in priority for
widely reported acid-attack incident investigations.
Table 1: Recent Incidents of Privacy Challenges in China.

Technology
Deployment
Biometric
fingerprint
time and
attendance
system
Social Media

Reference

Benefit

Concerns

[8]

Verification

Biometrics
information
protection

[9]

Entertainment,
Commutation
Save data

Personal
Privacy
Leakage of
privacy and
information
Privacy
Right

QR Code

[10]

CCTV inside
taxi

[11]

Security
monitoring
III. SURVEY

A. Introduction
The second part of this paper is focused on acquiring the
primary source of data by conducting an online survey. The
deployment of advanced technologies does bring benefits to
us in daily life for example shortens the people-to-people
distance, better security control and new kinds of

entertainment. However, they also generate privacy concerns
and it is necessary to ascertain them so that they can be
addressed in the design and policy formulation. Therefore
questions like – How much concerns people in general have
on sharing their personal information? What are their
concerns for tradeoff on sharing sensitive biometrics
data/privacy to avail better security? Therefore there was a
need to firstly design a user friendly survey that can
effectively acquire such data and help us to ascertain the
public attitude towards emerging technologies. This survey
result will be helpful in answering such questions.
B. Survey Design
There were total of 18 questions in the survey and four social
issues were included in the questions: Deployment of security
cameras and the biometrics technologies, Social networking
service website, and Google’s new privacy policy. The
respondents’ background information is also acquired with
respect to their age, gender and education level.
The key motivation in the design of this survey is to
ensure user friendliness and ease in the acquisition of
information. Some related and recent news was extracted
from the web and a YouTube video was also included in the
questions for two purposes: One is to make use of the
characteristic of online survey, try to add some multimedia
element to enrich the survey questions from traditional boring
words. Another purpose is to provide background
information to the respondents in case they do not remember
or suffer from lack of knowledge on specific topic in the
survey.
The survey aimed to find out people’s behavior between
the privacy and security in different cases. For easier analysis,
some of the answers are group together for example “1” and
“2”, and “4” and “5” as two groups respectively.
We also attempted to prevent redundant answers from the
same respondent and the respondents’ IP addresses were
automatically acquired when they submit the survey. This
information is used to check integrity, e.g., if same answers
are found from the same IP address, only one record was kept
in our database.
We developed [30] a specialized PHP based user interface
(figure 11) and the questions layout was customized as per
our observations and some additional multimedia element
such as YouTube are added in between the questions. Since
the mother language of each respondent can be different, both
Chinese and English versions are set in the survey. The data
generated from the survey is saved and managed by MySQL.
C. Survey Respondents
The total number of respondents took part in the survey is 305
and all the respondents are Hong Kong residents. The
percentage of female and male are evenly distributed as ~50%
(153 Males). Here is table of their age and education level:
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Taable 2: Age disttribution of resppondents.

Age
Under 16
16‐22
23‐30
31‐40
41‐50
Above 50
Total

Num
mber
5
177
88
11
15
9
305

Percentagee (%)
2
58
29
4
5
3
100

Table 3: Education levvel distribution oof respondents.

Education Leevel
Primary or lo
ower
Secondary
Post‐second
dary
University degree
or above
Total

Number
1
24
33
247
7

Percentagee (%)
0
8
11
81

305
5

100

IV. SURVEY FIN
NDINGS AND ANALYSIS
K
1) People preffer to increasee the number oof CCTV in HK
7% 2%
More cameras

39%
%

The number is fin
ne
52%
%

Less cameras
No camera

Figure 1: O
Opinion on the nnumber of CCT
TV in Hong Konng.

T
This trend in favor
f
of CCTV
V is an importtant feedback in that
tthis may helpp to improvee our city faacilities planniing in
ddetermining aand designingg the number of cameras in the
ppublic places. Half of the resspondents thinnk that the num
mber is
ssufficient whille about 40% oof the responddents think thaat more
ccameras shoulld be installedd.
22) Privacy tradeoff for increeased securityy at workplacees
300

263

16

3) F
Fingerprint is tthe most acceppted biometriccs modality

300

255

250
177

167

200

138

10

172160 1966 175

1441
67 48

58

36

1117

150
100
50

57

69

14

0
print
Fingerp

Iris

Acceptable
172

200
100

Mosst of the respoondents agreee to have cameeras equippedd in
banks and airportt. About 65% of them chosse accept to haave
cam
meras especiallly in the case of the cameraas installation for
inveestigation, forr example receent acid attackks in Mong Kok
K
[34]]. Yet, the reesult also show
ws the antipaathy on cameeras
insttallation in taxxi and school//workplace. Thhe trends cleaarly
sugggest that mosst people treaat these two areas are quuite
privvate. Higher reejection in schhools (as com
mpared to Taxii’s)
could possibly duue to the fact that respondeents were largely
teennagers. In 20002, the Hong Kong
K
Police pplanned to equuip
CCT
TV cameras inn Lan Kwai F
Fong for crimee prevention aand
conducted a houusehold survey [12]. Thereefore the trennds
TV
sugggest that HK ppeople may haave accustomeed to have CCT
monnitoring to aat some specific/popular locations were
secuurity concernss are high due to some acciddents.
M
Moreover, theere is some cconcern in thee general pubblic
abouut installing C
CCTV in pubblic transport such
s
as taxi aand
MT
TR trains sincee 2008. Two vooices are arguiing on this issue.
Thee cons side iss afraid of bbeing taken eexposing phottos,
wasstage of moneey and invasioon of privacyy [13]. Howevver,
taxii robbery and number of indecent cases increase
i
in theese
yearrs, taxi driverrs and claimeed for CCTV
V installation for
perssonal security purpose [14][[15]. Actually in January 2012,
the Secretary of Transport
T
and Housing Bureeau (Hong Konng)
stateed that actuallly some busess, trams and M
MTR trains haave
alreeady installed CCTV for ssecurity contrrol and moniitor
purpposes [16]. Foor taxies, they can install C
CCTV without the
appproval of Transsport Departm
ment.

Facial

D
DNA

Not Acceptable

Figure 3: Accceptance of biom
metrics modalityy/technology.

52

0

Accceptable to instaall security cameras
No
ot Acceptable to install security caameras

Figure 2: Opinion on areaas in installing security cameraas.

Diffferent kinds off biometrics arre being used nowadays.
n
In tthe
survvey we have chosen the four most coommon types of
biom
metrics and asked the respondents’ for ttheir preferennce.
Thee results and trends from
m this survey should not be
surpprising as fingeerprint is comm
monly employyed in HK bordder
crosssings (residennts avail the bbenefits of effficient and hiigh
speeed border crrossings) andd is essentiall component of
manndatory HK ID
D cards since 2005. There are high privaacy
concerns with thee DNA as it iss well known to provide most
m
detaails from humaan body whichh may highly bbe personal.
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44) Airport annd Bank securiity are the mosst preferred veenues
of deployinng biometrics technologies

282

3000

2550

2550
2000
300

153
129
9

1000

250

193

192

200

158

100

38

42

550

10

9

8

38

172

58
115

12

23

0

1115

150

50

159

1550

2600

223

192

63
32

11

0
Airp
port
secu
urity

Bank security

Public
transport
security

Governm
ment
buildin
ng
securitty

Private
service
security

A
Acceptable area fo
or biometrics app
plication

Not acceptablee

Acceptable

N
Not Acceptable arrea for biometricss application

Figure 4: Oppinion on areas with the biomettrics based secuurity.

IIt can be obsserved from tthe figure 4 that the biom
metrics
ddeployment inn airport securrity control is the most acceeptable
vvenue. In Honng Kong, the government has already introoduced
bbiometrics bassed E-Channeels for airport ddeparture sincee 2004,
ppeople are w
well familiar with such practice and avail
cconvenience from the bioometrics technnology. Nexxt, the
ssurvey suggessts that people equally caree for their finnancial
ssecurity and thhere is no sugggestion to favvor personal pprivacy
hhere as the baank security iss also the mostt preferred plaace for
bbiometrics depployment and ranked in secoond place. Thee other
tthree choicess: public trannsport, governnment buildinng and
pprivate servicce, are to laarge extent uunacceptable tto the
rrespondents; oor to concludde, they are noot willing to accept
bbiometrics usaage in such puublic places. Thhe survey by U
Unisys
iin 2010 [17] stated that 73%
% Hong Kong ppeople prefer giving
ttheir biometrric informatioon to Hospiital Authorityy and
D
Department off Health whilee only 34% to the banks. Buut from
oour survey, it is suggested that they have higher confi
fidence
aand open minndedness to share
s
their bioometric inform
mation
w
with the bankss because 63%
% respondents chosen “4” annd “5”
((acceptable).
55) People’s cconcern and aacceptance on disclosing peersonal
informatioon
T
The trends herre indicate thaat the respondeents’ are rationnal and
ppay attention to their perssonal informattion. They w
will not
ddisclose theirr information if they do not
n trust or aare not
ffamiliar with tthe company and
a when beingg asked for sennsitive
iinformation. The percentaage of such resistance sllightly
ddecreases if tthey will receeive a gift. Thherefore people can
ssometimes be greedy in thatt they will use their informaation in
eexchange for ggift and such trradeoff is betteer illustrated inn [26].
A
Another pointt people conceern about whetther they couldd be in
tthe status of bbeing anonymoous.

Figu
ure 5: Scenarioss on preferencess for sharing perrsonal informatiion.

day life
6) SSocial networkking website inn our day-to-da
3%

Yes
97%

No

Figure 6: U
Use of social nettworking service websites.

Neaarly all responddents stated thhat they use or participate in tthe
sociial networkingg websites on the internet, llike Facebookk or
Twiitter. These kiinds of websites were introdduced about year
ago, in 2007, andd being used foor around 5 yeears untill now
w. It
is not difficult to see people aree surfing on thhese websites by
m
(MTR
R). According to
Smaartphone in thhe buses or metro’s
Kettchum’s presss released in August 2011, 92% of
HonngKongers surrf on Faceboook every weekk and 77% reead
bloggs [18]. These results [18]] support our survey findinngs
whiich suggest thaat the social m
media is now deeeply engagedd to
becoome part of inndividual’s lifeestyle.
7) F
Females are more
m
prevalennt than males for sharing the
phootos on social networking
n
sittes
Theere is an intereesting trend forr the habit of ssharing photoss or
checcking in theiir current loccation on soocial networkiing
webbsites. Figure 7 suggests that female ggender loves to
uplooad their phootos or locatiions more thaan male’s. T
This
impplies that femaale seems to have lower ssense of privaacy
concern that they may let otthers take advvantage of ow
wn
phootos for other purposes aas mentionedd in the earllier
disccussion. The trrends also sugggest that femaale is more likely
to hhave the habit of sharing their experience in daily life.
5

findding correlatees with the earlier
e
study by the Unissys
Security Index inn May 2011 [119], which alsso suggested thhat
wom
men are morre concerned about their ooverall personnal
safeety than maless.

120
100
80
Male

60

60

Fem
male

40

50

20
0
Yes

No
Op
ptions

F
Figure 7: Do you upload phhotos and checkk-in location onn social
nettworking websitte?

88) Installing C
Cameras in Taaxi is Least Accceptable

No. of respondents

Number of respondents

140

40
30

Male
Female

20
10
0
1

2

3

1=More Privacy

4

5

6

7

7=More Security

60

Figgure 9: Choice bbetween securityy and privacy (ffemale and malle).

50
40
30

Male

20

Female

10

10) Personal Priivacy is moree important ffor Elderly thhan
Youngsters
120
0
100
0

0
1

2

1=Least willing

3

4

5

5=Most willingg

800
600
400

Figure 8: Leveel of acceptance if cameras are installed inside taxies.

IIn question 9, one of the casses is about thee security cameras to
bbe installed inn taxi. Before tthe commenceement of surveey, we
eexpected that this proposal w
will be more oopposed by fem
male’s
iin general thaan males becaause from the research thatt some
w
women in maiinland China commented
c
thhat they are afr
fraid of
tthe camera w
will take theirr exposed photos of eventts like
ppersonal makeeup. Howeverr the result of tthis survey suuggests
tthat both malee and female aare concerned (figure 8) aboout the
pprivacy when camera installling inside a taxi. Many off them
cchose“2” whiich means that they are nnot willing too have
ccamera installled inside a taaxi. There is some minority chose
““5” in very wiilling to installl the cameras, these responsse may
bbe outliers orr from people (like elderlly) who havee most
cconcerns abouut security or hhealth.
99) Preference ffor Security oor Privacy?
P
Privacy and S
Security, which one you conncern more? M
Males’
aanswers are quuite evenly disstributed from
m choices “2” to
t “6”.
O
On the other hand
h
female heere shows a larrger proportioon over
tthe answer “5””, that is the prreference of haaving more security.
IIt reflects thatt most female feel insecure eeasily than maale and
sseeks for highher security insstead of worryiing for privacyy. This

Below 166

200

16‐30

0

31‐40
41‐50 above

Figu
ure 10: Trends ffor sharing perssonal informatioon among differrent
age grouups.

Agee group of 166-22 and 23-330, 41 -50 annd 50 above are
com
mbined for eassier analysis. IIn overall, the elder age grooup
(41--50 above) hass a more negaative response in answering tthe
convenience of ddisclosing perssonal informaation. They oft
ften
rateed “4” and “5”” [30] which means they arre unacceptedd in
som
me cases whilee other age grroups rated “33”, neutral onnly.
Thee elder age grooup has a highher score and trend than thoose
from
m other age groups, whicch reflects thhat have highher
concerns or betteer understandiing on the possible misuse of
mains.
sharring personal iinformation inn different dom
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Limitations
The first limitation is that this is an online survey and did not
involve any distribution of the hardcopy in person. Therefore
the pool of respondents was limited. The distribution of
questions was also not even and the questions on biometrics
were smaller than those attempting to assess the privacy
related concerns and preferences from emerging social
networking technologies.
Besides, the age distribution during the survey is not even
and the size of the survey is not very large. The majority of
the respondents are between 16 and 30 year-old. The above
age analysis is compared by enlarging the number of 31-50
above age group in ratio as estimation. Therefore, there are
not sufficient findings available when compared with the
answers received from respondents in other/different age
group. The final result will be more accurate if more
respondents the age group of 31-50+ participated in this
survey. The total number of respondents is 305 and increase
in this number would have helped to generate more
confidence in the reliability of the survey about Hong Kong
peoples’ attitude and habits.

Figure 11: Developed user interface for survey in Chinese language.

Figure 12: The QR code printed on the train ticket.

V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a unified study on the privacy
related challenges from the emerging technologies. We also
designed and developed an online survey to ascertain
people’s understanding on the various aspects of privacy and
their willingness to tradeoff some privacy with the benefits of
increased security. The online survey from 305 participants
revealed great deal of information on public attitude towards
emerging biometrics and social networking technologies.

The survey results from the public opinion on the
installation of security cameras points towards the
endorsement in the (further) deployments for the CCTV in
Hong Kong for monitoring in facilities like airport, banks and
also in some public areas. Figure 1 illustrate that about 40%
people are in favor of more cameras for better security
measures while Figure 2 shows the favorable areas where
they are willing to have cameras monitoring. This trend
indicates people’s confidence in some of the emerging
technologies and opinion to exploit them for public good and
security.
The survey trends for the acceptability of CCTV in Hong
Kong‡ taxis are not positive. For most of the respondents, taxi
is regarded as a private place therefore the taxi owners/drivers
can seek for general acceptance or second opinion, before
they finally decide to install them or can explore another
alternative to safeguard them. This decision may have some
financial implications it may result in decline in business
(income) for taxis as the passengers might not want to board
taxis for privacy concern and prefer alternate mode of
transportation. In this context, it is reasonable to mention that
public sensitivities should not be ignored for better security,
especially when preference/business places have some
elements of personal activities. Therefore a formal
announcement, proper public promotion and education is
deemed to be more appropriate when/if taxis equip
themselves with CCTV inside.
This survey results also reflects that people in Hong Kong
prefer fingerprint as the most convenient biometric modality
followed by the iris. Such opinion possibly reflects the
convenience availed by the Hong Kong residents in the
day-to-day practice of using fingerprint based Hong Kong ID
card or e-channel in border crossings. The choice of iris and
face as the preferred biometric modality among large number
of residents (figure 3) can be attributed to the failure § of
current fingerprint technologies for authentication among
large number of residents (like elderly, manual laborers, etc.).
The lack of privacy concerns in the usage of emerging social
networking technologies could possibly due to the enhanced
convenience in instantly sharing the information and also due
to the lack of awareness with the potential security/privacy
related hazards [20], [32]-[33] with the usage of such
technologies. Therefore there is pressing need to caution on
the risks bore by users and the service providers, including for
the privacy and biometrics security, while engaging in social
networking. The economic well-being of residents and
resulting sense of security can also motivate individuals to
trade-off privacy for better security, especially in areas like
banks and airports. Development of novel biometrics and
‡
Taxi drivers in the city of oxford (UK) have been told to install CCTV in
taxis by 2015 else their license will be revoked [29].
§
A large scale proof of concept study conducted by UIDAI has recently
estimated [24] that ~1.9% of people cannot be reliably authenticated using
fingerprints. Earlier study from NIST has also estimated [25] that about 2%
of the user population do not have sufficient quality fingerprints to be used in
fingerprint identification systems.
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social networking technologies that can simultaneously
ensure high degree of anonymity [4], accountability and
security can help to address wide range of social concerns in
the deployment of emerging technologies. Early societal
intervention in the research and development process can
help to ensure that the developed solutions also embed the
solutions resulting from the negative impacts of the
technologies [31]. It has often shown that when social factors
are integrated into the design and decision making process,
the solutions tends to be long lasting and cost effective.
Acknowledgement: This work is partially supported by the
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